
 
Preface 

The grid. A digital frontier. I tried to picture clusters of  information 
as they moved through the computer. What did they look like? Ships, 
motorcycles. With the circuits like freeways. I kept dreaming of  a 
world I thought I’d never see. And then, one day, I got in.

--Kevin Flynn, from the movie Tron (1982)

I am a farmer. 

I live in the present. It is 2022, and I recently acquired a plot of  land in the 
Democratic Republic of  the Congo, nestled among the trading and fishing villages 
along the Congo River. I transport the items I produce there to Kinshasa, the country’s 
capital, and the largest city in Africa. The number of  things that I can make on this 
farm is remarkable, and every week I try to master something new. One week I hire 
farmers, plant cabernet, pinot noir, and chardonnay vines, handcraft my oaken barrels, 
create wine bottles, and produce some of  the finest wine in the region. Another week I 
replace the vines with wheat fields, hire ranchers and lumberjacks, build sheep pens and 
storage sheds, and sell massive quantities of  wool to the Kinshasan marketplace. I con-
struct factories and transform my wool into expensive uniforms if  I do well. Other 
weeks I focus on sugarcane production and bake pumpkin pies, make candy canes, or 
specialty cakes. 

I am a farmer, much like the Alpha Farmer.
https://rpe.art/Alpha 
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I am an alchemist. 

I live in the past. I spend my days in a medieval city in a quiet town where I 
scavenge the countryside and explore dangerous dungeons to find rare plants, metals, 
chemicals, and body parts to mix for my potions. Assassins love my tasteless and color-
less drops that turn wine into instant death. The clergy comes for my healing medicines, 
though I know many apply them secretly while taking donations meant to guarantee an-
swered prayers from the gods. Archers purchase a poison to dip their arrowheads, and I 
also make an antidote for when they inevitably poison themselves. This business has 
been profitable for me, and I have anonymously purchased a tavern, temple, bread 
stand, barn, and stable to control my town in secrecy from my cavernous laboratory. 

I am an alchemist, much like Zosimir.  
https://rpe.art/Zosimir  
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I am an astronaut. 

I live in the future. It is the twenty-seventh century, and as an owner of  a fleet 
of  interstellar ships, space stations, and mining colonies, I explore and conquer space 
while earning great rewards. Personally, my favorite ship to captain is the Rainbow Chi 
as I launch from the back of  my VZUS ballad Capital ship. It is a fighter ship with 
unique shape-shifting technology that allows me to adapt quickly to any challenge. I am 
forever purchasing large amounts of  fuel, food, ammunition, and toolkits to keep my 
fleet operating at peak efficiency. I have training facilities in my space stations to im-
prove my crew’s skills. To get to this point in my life, I have had to assume many roles, 
starting in basic transport, construction, mining, and salvaging jobs. When I needed 
more earning potential, I turned to pirating, smuggling, and bounty hunting to progress 
further. Seeking respectability, I joined The Order of  the Red Hand and led rescue and 
repair missions for those in need. Finally, I went to university, became a scientist, and 
used all my skills to become the successful entrepreneur I am today. 

Who am I?

I am not Walter Mitty or a lunatic (for the most part). I am simply a writer and 
history professor who has decided to begin living the last half  of  his life in online 
worlds, the so-called metaverse, to play and earn real money. I virtually thrive as a 
farmer in a game called Town Star (https://townstar.com/); I explore as an entrepre-
neur/astronaut in Star Atlas (https://staratlas.com/); and I will become a successful al-
chemist in Mirandus (https://mirandus.game/). 

I am an astronaut, much like David Bowman. 
NFT at https://rpe.art/Dave 
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I started these adventures in the summer of  2021, converting some of  my tradi-
tional investments into cryptocurrencies, such as Ethereum, Gala, and Solana. I used 
these to purchase digital items called non-fungible tokens (NFTs) to earn real money in 
these gaming worlds. 

When I announce my strange adventures to others, the first question they ask is, 
“Well, that sounds fun, but you cannot earn real money, and you wasted a lot of  your 
own!!” 

I respond by telling them my Town Star story.

I was fortunate to become involved with this Gala Games town simulator early 
on. I took a leap of  faith and purchased NFTs named Mr. Puddles, Cranebot, Wheat 
Stand, Solar Panels, Haunted Graveyard, a Farmer VOX, Boat Captain VOX, etc. Every 
day in the game, I perform a quest, which after my initial monthly set-up, completes it-
self  automatically in about five minutes. I typically sell 120 barrels of  virtual wool, and 
in return, I earn 450 Town Coin, a cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrencies have fluctuated 
wildly in value, and Town is no different. Over the last year, it has increased from seven-
teen cents to over two dollars and is back down to 1.2 cents. Who knows what it will be 
worth when you are reading this? It could be nearly worthless at a fraction of  a penny 
or worth one dollar. And further complicating the situation, Gala has temporarily 
frozen Town Coin payouts (as of  June 2022) until the company can redesign the econ-
omy. There is a risk, but the idea of  playing and earning intrigues almost everyone who 
has been passionate about video games. 

Keep in mind that when Town Star was thriving, I projected earning 164,000 
Town Coin a year, which I estimated converting to $50,000 US dollars. This exemplifies 
the boom-and-bust cycle we are on.

Some warnings at the outset: first, I am not a financial advisor. I never offer fi-
nancial advice, ever. Second, I am equal parts enthusiast and skeptic about the potential 
to play games and earn real money. I still have no idea if  this is sustainable, and if  so, 
for how long. I am a professional historian trained to analyze the past, not predict the 
future. Third, there is a potential to lose a tremendous amount of  money in these gam-
ing spaces from bad investments, failed games, hackers, or scams. It is like going to a 
pool without a lifeguard on duty. The sign clearly says, “Swim at your own risk.” The 
sign for my book is: “read at your own risk.”

After these warnings, I invite you on a journey, if  you are still here with me. I 
promise it will be a bumpy ride. Seat belts are required. I am not even confident that we 
will safely land. We will learn how we have reached this moment in time where actual 
player ownership of  digital items and earning in virtual worlds is possible. 
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